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TASK
The central task of the archive of the city Linz
is exploring the city´s history and presenting
the results of those explorations at exhibitions,
in publications, video productions, internet
presentations and at various events and lecture
series. The employees of the archive provide
information about all aspects of the city´s history.
For presentations about the history of the city
of Linz,the archive accumulates material about
associations, companies and celebrated public
characters.
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Günther Fröhlich,
the mananger
of the project for the
municipality of Linz
“With Fabasoft iArchive we have a revision-safe, long-term
archival storage of the archive’s property, which is moreover
highly available.”

SOLUTION
The municipality of Linz and Fabasoft are currently
working on a project designed to support the tasks of
the archive of Linz. As part of the project, the archive’s
data is being transferred automatically from the ELAKsystem (electronic file) to the archive information
system. The ELAK was implemented based on Fabasoft
eGov-Suite. The second essential point of the project is
the migration of the existing archive information system
Romulus to the standard software Fabasoft iArchive for
long-term storage. Altogether, the archive of the city of
Linz holds more than two million individual items.

The archive of the city of Linz is currently under the direction of
Dr. Walter Schuster.

CHRONOLOGY
Linz, the capital of Upper Austria, is home to about
200,000 inhabitants and is the third largest city
in Austria. The employees of the archive provide
information and answer all questions concerning
the city’s history. Due to that the archive is the
central source of information concerning the city’s
history.
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Kick-off Meeting

Detailed specification
of the archive
information system
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IMPLEMENTATION
For achieving the strategic aims of the archive – high
availability and access protection – Fabasoft provided our
standard Fabasoft iArchive software with slight adaptations in the areas of object modelling (meta data) and
organisational modelling (access concept). The target environment in both the beta testing as well as in the regular
operation were updated to the use the latest technology.
A benefit for the archive of the city of Linz results from
the low costs: the IBM AS/400-server was replaced by
cheaper hardware. As the future operation only happens
on one domain, the running costs are also minimized. In
the next phase of the project the municipality of Linz plans
to implement an online data stock-removal on an archive
storage system. Fabasoft’s iArchive software will also provide the foundation here. This phase of the project also
includes a data transfer from ELAK to the archive information system. Archive employees are able to do investigation on ELAK and on the archive information system.
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The project was realized through a large engagement by
the project team and was composed of several phases.
During the specification phase the metadata and the
access concept were selected. During the implementation
phase the progressive implementation of the modified
Fabasoft iArchive software was carried out with preexisting stocks.
The quality assurance was carried out by the municipality
of Linz. After that the municipality of Linz accepted the
archive information system according to the Fabasoft
procedural model. During the migration phase the
Romulus legacy system was transferred to Fabasoft
iArchive in a test environment. After the successful test
migration the actual transfer and promotion of Fabasoft
iArchive into regular operation took place. The Romulus
application is still available during the transitional period
for investigations.

OBJECTIVES MET
With the implementation of Fabasoft
iArchive the archive of Linz is able to meet
legal requirements and to further improve
the quality of services they offer. Employees of the archive benefit from the easy
user interface. Günther Fröhlich, manager
of the project for the municipality of Linz,
announces: “We are bound to revision-safe,
long-term archival storage. With the long
proven software Fabasoft iArchive storage
product, high availability and access protection are guaranteed”.

➤➤ Two million individual items in the archive
of the city Linz
➤➤ Replacement of the archive information system
Romulus by Fabasoft iArchive
➤➤ High availability and long-term archival storage
based on Fabasoft iArchive
➤➤ Search and investigation functionality in the
archive information systems and in ELAK
➤➤ Archive information system for more than
1,000 ELAK users in Linz
➤➤ Easy and effective authorization concept
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September 2007
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Implementation of the archive
information system including
the ELAK-interface

Quality assurance and acceptance
of the archive information system

Migration of Romulus

Fabasoft iArchive in
regular operation
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Task and objectives met
The archival storage actually includes more than only stockremoval of data from the production system. Local areas
are obligated to provide a revision-safe, long-term archival
storage, and due to that are increasingly required to transfer
their electronic documents to archive centers.

Solution
The project of the includes the automated transfer of data
from the ELAK-system (electronic file) to the archive information system. The second essential point of the project is the
migration of the existing archive information system Romulus
to the Fabasoft iArchive solution for long-term storage.
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